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Vibrational relaxation and competitive C-Hmcthyi and C-H血g bond dissociations in vibrationally excited 
methylpyrazine in the collision with HF have been studied by use of classical trajectory procedures. The energy 
lost by the vibrationally excited methylpyrazine upon collision is not large and it increases slowly with 
increasing total vibrational energy content between 20,000 and 45,000 cm-'. Above the energy content of 
45,000 cm-', however, energy loss decreases. The temperature dependence of energy loss is ne 읺 igible between 
200 and 400 K, but above 45,000 cm-1 the energy loss increases as the temperature is raised. Energy transfer to 
or from the excited methyl C-H bond occurs in strong collisions with HF, that is, relatively large amount of 
tram이ationa! energy is transferred in a sin읺e step. On the other hand, energy transfer to the ring C-H bond 
occurs in a series of small steps. When the total energy content Er of methylpyrazine is sufficiently high, either 
or both C-H bonds can dissociate. The C-Hmcthyi dissociation probability is higher than the C-HTmg dissociation 
probability. The dissociation of the ring C-H bond is not the result of the direct intermolecular energy flow from 
the direct collision between the ring C-H and HF but the result of the intramolecular flow of energy from the 
methyl group to the ring C-H stretch.
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Introduction

The collision-induced vibrational energy transfer of vibra
tionally excited polyatomic molecules has been the subject 
of continuing interest over 30 years?-11 An important 
characteristic of vibrational relaxation in a large molecule is 
intramolecular energy flow, which plays a key role in bond 
dissociation. Recent studies9-18 show that when the excited 
molecule is a large organic molecule, the average amount of 
energy transfer per collision is not very large. The average 
energy transfer per collision between the vibrationally 
highly excited benzene and a noble gas atom is known to be 
about 30 cm-', which is much smaller than benzene 
derivatives such as hexafluorobenzene or other hydro
carbons such as toluene and methylpyrazine??8?19-22 For 
example, for hexafluorobenzene + Ar? the measured value of 
the mean energy transfer per collision determined by the 
ultraviolet absorption method is -330 cm-1；20 whereas the 
calculated value using quasiclassical trajectory methods at 
300 K is -150 cm-1?3 For toluene + Ar, the amount of 
energy transfer is about -200 cm-1?1 Collision-induced 
energy transfer between a highly excited polyatomic mole
cule and a bath gas plays a relevant role in studies of 
chemical reactions. Among such large molecules, toluene 
and methylpyrazine (MP) are particularly attractive mole
cules for studying collision-induced intramolecular energy 
flow and bond dissociation because of the presence of both 
methyl and ring CH bonds, presenting an intriguing com
petition among them, Pyrazine and its derivatives form an 
important class of compounds present in many natural 

flavors and complex organic molecules. The 2-methyl- 
pyrazine is used in flavors in food. Yoder et al. investigated 
the vibrational energy transfer in collisions between MP and 
argon by means of quasiclassical trajectory calculations?4 
For pyrazine+CO2, Grigoleit et al. showed that V-V energy 
transfer is almost completely negligible?2

The purpose of this paper is to study the collision-induced 
dynamics of vibrationally highly excited MP interacting 
with HF using quasiclassical trajectory calculations. The 
knowledge of collisional energy transfer processes respon
sible for the relaxation and activation of vibrationally highly 
excited molecules is essential for a detailed description of 
many molecular reaction dynamics. The main questions we 
address in this work are: (1) How does the magnitude of 
energy loss by MP vary as a function of the total vibrational 
energy content initially stored in MP? (2) How does the 
energy flow between the pyrazine ring C-H and methyl 
group C-H stretches? (3) What is the C-H bond dissociation 
dynamics and mechanism? Trajectory calculations are a 
useful tool in the study of collisional energy transfer They 
allow the controlled study of the effects of potential surface, 
vibrational energy, collision duration, and temperature on 
the dynamics of energy exchange. Using the results obtained 
in the calculations, we discuss the time scale for bond 
dissociation, the relaxation of the excited CH vibration, and 
the time evolution of collision-induced intramolecular 
energy flow from the highly excited CH vibration. Finally, 
we elucidate the nature and mechanism of competition 
between methyl CH mode and ring CH mode in transferring 
energy to or from the incident molecule.
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Interaction Model and Energies

The vibrational coordinates of MP and model for the MP-
HF interaction are defined in Figure 1, where all carbon and 
nitrogen atoms, the ring hydrogen atoms and the incident
molecule are assumed to be coplanar. In Figure lb, 
define the interaction coordinates between the methyl

we
CH

bond and the adjacent ring CH bond of a non-rotating MP 
with the incident HF molecule. The CH血g bond is in the 
clockwise side from CHmethyb Throughout this paper, 
CHmethyi and CHring will denote these two bonds, The an이e B 
is the angle of incidence defined in Figure lb, the angle at 
which the line connecting the centers of mass of MP and HF 
crosses the line connecting the hydrogen atoms H血g and 
Hmethyb

The important step in developing an interaction potential 
model is to start with physically reasonable interaction 
potential energies, which are dependent upon the pertinent 
collision coordinates. The interaction energies needed to 
describe the collision of HF with MP mu아 contain terms

Figure 1. Collision model, (a) The vibrational stretching and 
bending coordinates included in the model. All carbon, nitrogen 
and ring H atoms are coplanar. The star denotes the center■。仁mass 
(cm) of MP. (b) The relative coordinate between HF and the c.m. of 
MP (r), the distance (n), the F-to-Hmethyj. distance (f>), H- 
to-Hrillg distance (矛3) and H・to수!皿紀呼建 distance (/%) are shown. 

responsible for the coupling of the relative motion with the 
ring C-H 아retch and methyl group C-H 아!*etch as well as the 
coupling between the 아retches and bends. We first introduce 
the interatomic distances 门-尸4 in the interaction model as 
defined in Figure lb. The interatomic distances can be 
expressed in terms of the instantaneous coordinates of the C- 
Hmethyl botld, C-CHme也yl botld, (C-C)ring botld, C-H^ng botld, 
CCHmethyi bend, CCCmethyi bend, CCHnng bend and HF bond. 
That is, n = n(r? xi,地，为，机 由，由，xhf, B) for z = 1-4. 
Here r is the distance between the c.m. of HF and the c.m. of 
MP describing the relative motion of the collision sy아em. 
The values of equilibrium bond distances and other potential 
parameters except HF are listed in Table I,17-4-5 Each bond 
length will be denoted by (* + 為)，where xi is the dis
placement of the 油 bond length from its equilibrium value 
流 Similarly, we express each bending coordinate as (加 + 
由),where 由 is the displacement of the/th bending vibration 
from the equilibrium an이e 由.

The F-to-Hring(n)> F-to-Hme也yi(井2), H・to・H血 g(尸3) and H-to- 
Hmeihyi(尸4) interatomic distances can be obtained as

门=[J1 + (如 + xhf)2^ —2yi(dHF + xhf)MhCOS(由-p1/2
(la)

n = [yl + (cIhf + xh希& - 2侦如 + xhf)MhCOS(由 + p1/2
(lb)

7勺—+ (雨戸+ 制希味 -2夕1(雨F + Xhf)^
X co s(n -由 + p)]1/2 (lc)

尸4 = [j! + (泌护 + xhj* / - 2/(山頂 + xhf)^
X cos(n -由-p]y2 (Id) 

where,由 is the rotational angle of HF measured clockwise 
from the line r connecting the centers of mass of methyl
pyrazine and HF, //h =所h/(所h + 所f),卬=所f/(所h + 所f),而 
is the displacement of the HF from its equilibrium bond 
distance 而,and y\. and y-2 are distances between H血g and 
Hmethyi and the c.m. of HF, respectively, and defined as

>] = & - z)z + 須 - 2力(r - z) cos 이 ”, (2a)

Table 1. Potential and Spectroscopic constants

Reference 24. Reference 25. %ame as those for toluene (Ref 17). 
^average of the three ring 比拄 modes, 3085, 3067,3053 cm--, ^average of 
the three mi예啓直口nodes, 3037, 3007,2965 cm-1

Stretches
C-H,脸
G= 1)

c-c
1 = 2)

c-ch3 
0 = 3)

C-Hmethyi 
0 = 4)

Dissociation energy Z)a/ (eV)“ 4.770“ 5.637“ 4.336。 3.903“
Bond Distance di (A)” 1.088” 1.400” 1.197” 1.089”
Frequency (cm-1)6' 3068<z 1494c 1208。 3003。
Range parameter bi (A) 0.555 0.482 0.523 0.515

Bends 由 由 由
Frequency (cm-1) 1312。 344° 14"
Bond angle (°) 120* 121.7” 109.3”
Force constant (Jrad-^10-18) 0.521“ 0.912“ 0.66 從
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y-2 =[(尹-z)2 + 度 + 28(尹-z) cos 仞"， (2b)

Here,

z = cisin(140°)/sin& 力=czsin(Q - 29.55°)/sir*& 

^ = cisin(140° - ^m3

p = sin-1卩sin ^，p = siL [으sin(^- 3)

ci = [^ + (Ji + xi)2 + 23, + xi)cos(0i -人/2 - nn-> 

a = [G2 + + %4)2 - 2G(払 + x4)cos(107.6° + ^ -頁 
G = [0.8987 + (必 + %3)2 - L896(仏 + 的)cos^]1/2?
q = [^ - 0.894 刁 cos(60° + 人)+ 0.1998]172, d= 1400 A, 
頁=siL[0.948 sin由/G%
人=2s 111-1[%2/(31/2^]>

n=sih「'[0.447 sin(60° + 人)/q].

Here all distances are in A andz is distance between the c.m. 
of MP and point "p" between Hringand Hmethyi*

The above distances and relations determine the coupling 
of the translation to vibrational motions (Le., the coupling of 
r with xi, x為 算,机 由，由，and xhf)*

The overall interaction energy is the sum of the Morse
type intermolecular terms, Morse-type stretching terms and 
the harmonic bending terms of MP, and Morse-type stretch
ing term of HF,

V=z (肅 + 化⑴)+ Ub(由)+ Uhf(Xhf) (3) 

Where,

U(r.)=必///-2/a'"气，a= 1-4

UJx) = £ Z시 1 - / = 1-4

如由)= U2£ kj由，j= 1-3

U时(勺河)=%阳-厂"膈]2.

For the intermolecular interaction, we take D = 379.9知, 
the Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameter for the well depth for the 
collision pairs calculated by the usual combining rule,26 
where is the Boltzmann constant, and a = 0.276 A?7 
These parameters are taken from Toluene-HF system?1 For 
the fth stretch, we use 加=QDJ"商R where Di = D^i + 
%力"厶i, to determine the exponential range parameters listed 
in Table 1. The potential and spectroscopic constants for the 
HF are 况，时=5.869 eV and g/2nc = 4138.32 cm-1.28 
The exponential range parameter &hf is 0.225 A determined 
from the relation &hf = (2£椅〃姐时'勺"切.The equilibrium 
distance of HF is 而=0.968 A?8

The equations of motion which determine the time 
evolution of the relative motion (trajectory), 4 stretches and 
3 bends for the given incident angle 3 are

>7 f、t q d TTZ 11 /K /C \
卩d^Wdb = -으 W,xi,“,x4> 由,…, 由,xhf, 3 (3a)

d

jud'xi0y(护=-七厂网尹,由,…，由,xhf, 3 J = 1-4
因 (3b)

d
Ijd「由仰=-p 强,X4,由,…，由,而，31= 1-3 

d 由 '(3c)

>7 t/7 d e / / /kUHFd~XHF«)jd『=-不一 由,…，由，而，3
冰时 (3d)

where 以 is the reduced mass of the collision system,阳 is the 
reduced mass associated with the zth stretch and Ij is the 
moment of inertia of the /th bend.代頂 is the reduced mass of 
HF. We use the standard numerical routines抄印 to integrate 
these equations for the initial conditions at Z = Zo and their 
conjugate quantities ⑷心侦、侦» 01出)由岭》and 
(d/dt)Xf{F(to), where the derivatives are evaluated at Z =知 
From our preliminary calculations, we know that the inter
action near 3= 87° plays the dominant role in promoting 
energy loss or C-H bond dissociation through inter- or intra
molecular energy transfer?0? 11 Thus, in all collision systems 
considered here, the incident atom approaches the center of 
mass of MP in the 3= 87° direction, where the CHmethyi-HF 
and CHnng-HF interactions are very close to each other and 
where energy transfer is most efficient?0

Numerical Procedures

We solve the equations of motion for the relative motion, 4 
stretches and 3 bends of MP, and HF vibration using the 
DIVPAG double-precision routine of the IMSL library29^0 to 
describe the time evolution of bond distances, bond angles, 
and vibrational energies, as well as the relative coordinate 
for the model system. We sample 40,000 trajectories for 
each vibrational energy content, Eq at 300 K, where the 
sampling includes determining collision energies (E) chosen 
from the Maxwell distribution. To study the temperature 
dependence of energy transfer, the calculation will also be 
carried out at 7 = 200 and 400 K. The initial conditions for 
solving the equations of motion for the relative motion and 
the displacements and phases for the vibrational motions in 
the interaction zone are given in Ref 10. We vary the initial 
vibrational energies of the C-Hnng and C-Hmethyi bonds (Le, i 
=1 and 4) systematically, while maintaining the rest of the 
vibrational motions in the ground state. Each vibrational 
phase is a random number Z、= 2nsi with flat distribution of 
岗 in the interval (0,1). The initial separation between the 
centers of mass of MP and HF is set as 15 A? and trajectories 
are terminated when the separation reaches 50 A after they 
passed through the closest distance of approach. The 
integration was performed with a stepsize of 0.169 fs? which 
is one-tenth the period of the largest frequency, the ring CH 
vibration, and is small enough to ensure energy conservation 
to at least five significant figures along a trajectory. We have 
also confirmed that the numerical procedure allows the 
trajectories to be successfully backintegrated.

From the dynamics study, we can decide when the C-H 
distance exceeds a critical value, at which time dissociation 
is assumed to occur The occurrence of dissociative events 
can be readily recognized by studying the time evolution of 
the methyl (or ring) CH bond trajectory and the CHmethyi (or 
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CHring) vibrational energy, as well as all intermediate modes 
in the interaction zone, which are conduits for the energy 
flow. The bond dissociation probability is defined as the 
ratio of the number of dissociative trajectories to the total 
number of trajectories sampled, which is 40,000, in each 
run.

We define the ensemble-averaged energy transfer <AE> = 
<Ef血i-E>, the difference between the final and initial 
translational energies of HF, Thus, a positive value of <AE> 
represents the ensemble-averaged energy loss by MR a V — 
T energy transfer process. The ensemble average of the 
vibrational energy of each mode consi아s of kinetic and 
potential energy terms. The dissociation of a highly excited 
bond occurs when the bond gains energy from the incident 
molecule (T — V pathway) or from adjacent bonds through 
intramolecular energy flow or both.

Results and Discussion

Dependence of Energy Loss on the Total Vibrational 
Energy Content In Figure 2, we show the dependence of 
ensemble averaged energy loss on the total vibrational 
energy content Et at 300 K. The smalle아 value of Et 
considered in this figure is 13,492 cm-1 or 1.673 汎 which 
corresponds to the vibrational energies of C-Hme也yi and C- 
Hring being 3,250 cm- (0.403 eV) and 10,242 cm- (1.270 

eV), respectively. That is, both bonds are simultaneously 3.5 
eV below the dissociation threshold of each bond. At this 
total vibrational energy content, the energy loss is 271 cm-1 
or 0.0337 eV. For pyrazine-Ar collision, Yoder et al. have 
shown that the average vibrational energy transfer is 204 
cm- 版 Et = 25,000 cm-1 at 300 K, which is comparable to 
our value for the similar collision sy아em." Below Et = 
45,000 cm-, the magnitude of energy loss increases gra
dually with increasing total vibrational energy content. As 
shown in Figure 2, for example, when Et is raised from 
13,492 cm- to 45,752 cm-, -<AE> increases from 271 
cm- to 778 cm-, which are nearly 2% of Et、, The latter Et 
value, 45,752 cm- corresponds to C-Hmethyi and C-Hr施 
having the initial vibrational energies of 19,380 cm- and 
26,372 cm-, respectively, which are 1.5 eV below the 
dissociation threshold of each bond. As the total energy 
content continues to increase, however, -<AE> now de
creases gradually, and then finally begins to increase again

V
E
O
 -A
山 v
v

— S
s
o

—J으

」
山

Figure 2. Energy loss against the total vibrational energy content
ETatT=300 K. '

Figure 3. Dependence of energy loss on the total vibrational energy 
content £T at T = 200,300 and 400 K. The T = 300 K curve is taken 
from Figure 2.

slightly from Et = 65,000 cm- . This trend is very similar to 
toluene-HF system.11 In latter system, however, toluene 
gains energy from incident HF near the dissociation 
thresohld. In the study on the toluene-N? system at room 
temperature? Wright, Sims and Smith found that there is 
gradual increase in the magnitude of energy loss when the 
range of the total vibrational energy content is from 5,000 
cm- to about 40,000 cm-1 for toluene excited directly by 
adsorption of photons at 266 nm. A slow variation of 
一<XE> with increasing Et shown in Figure 2 has been 
known to be the general behavior fbr the relaxation of 
toluene by rare gases and diatomic molecules such as N? in 
experimental and theoretical studies.9,2731 Furthermore, the 
experimental work with excited toluene formed via photo
isomerization of cycloheptatriene at 308 nm shows the 
appearance of a maximum value at higher Et? which is 
nearly the same Et at which the maximum appears in the 
present study.

We also consider the variation of MP's energy loss with Et 
at 200 and 400 K in Figure 3. They are very close to that at 
300 K up to 50,000 cm- , which means that the temperature 
dependence is insignificant. Such a ne이igible temperature 
dependence has also been noted in experimental studies? 
But, from 50,000 cm-1 toward dissociation threshold the 
energy loss decreases further as the temperature is increased. 
Thus, the gross feature of the Et dependence of -<AE> at 
these temperatures for the initially excited MP molecules is 
that the amount of energy loss increases with increasing 
vibrational excitation which exhibits negligible temperature 
dependence. The increase of energy loss is weak up to a 
moderate amount of the vibrational energy content. How
ever, as Et continues to increase, energy loss decreases 
gradually and then again increases slightly when the total 
vibrational energy content is increased toward the disso
ciation threshold. Furthermore, the temperature dependence, 
even though it is weak, begins to show up near the disso
ciation threshold.

Bond Dissociation. We now discuss the collision-induced 
C-H dissociation of the highly excited MP molecule. We 
plot the dissociation probabilities at 300 K in Figure 4. Here 
we take as before both C-H bonds have their initial 
vibrational energies which are below their respective
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Figure 4. Dissociation probabilities of C-Hmethyi and C-Hrillg bonds 
against the total vibrational energy content Er at 7 = 300 K.

dissociation threshold by the same amount. When each of 
them is 0.8 eV or 6,452 cm-1 below the threshold, the total 
vibrational energy content is 57,044 cm-1 above the zero 
point energy with 32,018 cm- in C-Hr话g and 25,026 cm-1 in 
C-Hmethyb At this energy the dissociation probabilities are 
Pc-Hmethyi = 0.0026 and Pc-Hring = 0.0005. Here dissociation 
probabilities are very small because a large amount of 
energy has to deposit in either one of the C-H bonds. From 
Figure 2 we note that the ensemble-averaged energy loss by 
MP for Et = 57,044 cm- is oiUy 378 cm-1 or 0.0469 eV 
Since the C-Hmethyi (or C-Hring) bond is 6,452 cm-1 below its 
dissociation threshold and the molecule loses only 378 cm-, 
this bond has to gain at least 6,830 cm-1 from C-Hring (or C- 
Hmethyi) through intramolecular energy redistribution to 
dissociate. This fact explains the very low dissociation 
probabilities. As shown in Figure 4, Pc-Hmethyi is always 
greater than Pc-Hring for the total vibrational energy content 
chosen such that both bonds are below their respective 
dissociation threshold by the same amount of energy at 300 
K. When the total energy content is increased from 57,044 
cm-1 toward the dissociation threshold, the probabilities rise 
very rapidly When Et is as high as 68,335 cm-, which 
corresponds to each bondfs vibrational energy only 0.1 eV 
below the dissociation threshold, the dissociation probabi
lities are now Pc-Hmethyi = 0.306 and」％-h血g = 0.062. Such 
large values indicate that the vibrational motions of a highly 
excited molecule can be readily perturbed by the incident 
collision partner and the molecule needs only a small 
amount of energy to dissociate. The ensemble-averaged 
energy loss by nondissociative MP in this case is 302 cm- . 
In such a highly excited molecule, both C-H bonds can 
dissociate. However, the probability of simultaneous disso
ciation of C-Hmethyi and C-Hring is quite small. For example, it 
is only 0.0005 when Et is as high as 68,335 cm-, which 
shows that the majority of dissociative events involve 
breaking only one C-H bond.

The lifetime distribution for the CHring bond dissociation 
displayed in Figure 5a* shows an induction period of ~02 ps 
before the distribution rises sharply to the maximum at t = 
0.55 ps, beyond which it decreases exponentially. In contra아 
to this process, the lifetime distribution for CHmethyi bond 
dissociation shows no induction period with mo아 dissocia
tive events occurring immediately after the collision with 
HF (see Figure 5a), when the energy imparted to Hmethyi 

rapidly flows to CHmethyi leading to the bond dissociation. 
The distribution decreases sharply between t= 0.1 and 0.3 
ps, the dependence being nonexponential. The behavior of 
Figure 5a which is quite different from Figure 5af represents 
the collisional transfer of translational energy into the 
CHmethyi 아Rtch.

When the initial excitation is lowered, a larger amount of 
energy has to flow from CHmethyi to CH血g to cause the CH血g 
dissociation, the process which is less efficient than the 
higher excitation case. In fact, when each of the two CH 
bonds is 0.9 eV below the threshold, PcHring = 0, but the 
extent of CHmethyi dissociation is still significant.

The disparity in the two induction periods reveals a subtle 
aspect of the collision dynamics in which two very different 
energy transfer mechanisms operate, which can be discussed 
by comparing the results of Figure 5a with those of a
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Figure 5. Dependence of the CH dissociation probability on the 
dissociation time rfor (a) the CHmethy.i. bond and (a') CHrillg bond at 
ET 느 68,335 cm-1. Time evolution of the collision trajectory and the 
CH bond trajectory for (b) CHmethyj. and (b‘)CH：瞄 at £t = 68,335 
cm-'. The same scale is used for both figures. Time evolution of the 
CH vibrational energies for (c) CHmethyj. and (c') CH血勒 Note that 
the energy scales are different However, the time scale is the same 
for (b), (b‘), (c) and (c‘).
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representative reactive collision (Figs. 5b and 5c) for the 
CHmethyi dissociation and the results of Figure 5a* with those 
of a representative reactive collision (Figs. 5b* and 5cT) for 
the CHnng dissociation. The time evolution of the CHmethyi 
bond trajectory is shown in Figure 5b, where the large 
amplitude motion of the excited bond suddenly diverges as 
HF approaches. The time evolution of the CHmethyi vibra
tional energy shows a sharp energy jump, the bond gaining 
nearly 0.13 eV (see Figure 5(c)), which exceeds the amount 
needed to dissociate. The energy jump occurs in a single step 
over a short time period of =50fs? which is approximately 
one period of the excited CHmethyi bond stretching. From a 
significant change in the slope of the collision trajectory 
before and after collision shown in Figure 5b, we notice that 
the energy jump is mainly determined by T t V energy 
transfer from HE

For the trajectory representing the CHring dissociation 
shown in Figure 5b\ the CHnng bond trajectory takes nearly 
0.7 ps before diverging. During this period, which corre
sponds to the induction period shown in Figure 5a\ energy 
flows from CHmethyi to CHring, 2., the energy imparted to 
Hmethyi flows to Hring? since direct T t V energy transfer to 
the CHring bond in the HF-CHnng interaction is inefficient. 
The time scale of the energy buildup in CHring closely 
matches that of the energy loss in CHmethyi? as they are linked 
by the energy flow path (see Figure 5c) For the represen
tative trajectory depicted in Figure 5c\ the C-Hmethyi bond 
loses 0.7 eV while the C-Hring bond gains 0.13 eV Therefore, 
the overall energy loss during this collision is 0.57 eV 
(=4,600 cm—'). Note that the overall energy loss AE for the 
entire ensemble of all Et = 68,355 cm— is only 300 cm"1； 
Once a sufficient arm)uiit of energy deposits in the CHring 
bond, the dissociation can occur rapidly, as shown by the 
large values of dissociation probability between t= 05 and 
2.0 ps (see Figure 5矿).It is important to notice in Figure 5c* 
that the activation of CHnng occurs in a series of small energy 
transfer steps, the variation which is significantly different 
from the one-step excitation behavior of the CHmethyi 
activation seen in Figure 5c.

For a more comprehensive study one might include the 
main feme, that is, inner vibrations of the methylpyrazine 
molecule in addition to the reaction-zone vibrations consi
dered in this study, As a matter of feet, this enlarged model 
has already been employed in the similar collision systems, 
toluene + Ar17?18 and toluene + HF?1

Concluding Comments

We have studied CH bond dissociation and energy transfer, 
both intermolecular and intramolecular, in the MP-HF 
collision system using classical trajectory procedures. The 
collision system consists of the interaction zone, where the 
incident molecule interacts with both CHmethyi and CHnng 
bonds.

Energy loss is found to be small, but slowly increases with 
the total vibrational energy content initially stored in the C- 
Hmethyi bond and the adjacent C-Hnng bond. Energy loss takes 

a maximum value as the energy content increases toward the 
dissociation threshold. Although the extent of energy lost by 
excited MP via V t T energy transfer is not large, intra
molecular vibrational energy flow between the C-H bonds is 
efficient and takes place on a subpicosecond time scale. 
When the vibrational energies of both C-H bonds are set 
initially below the dissociation threshold by the same 
amount, the dissociation probability of C-Hmethyi bond is 
found to be larger than that of C-Hring bond. Collision- 
induced bond dissociation and energy transfer processes in 
MP are mainly controlled by the CHmethyi-HF interaction.

Further excitation of the CHmethyi bond toward the 
dissociation threshold as well as the relaxation of the highly 
excited CHmethyi involve a large am)uiit of energy transfer 
(»^7) occurring essentially in a single-step process in 
strong collisions. The CHmethyi bond dissociation occurs 
without an induction period. The dissociation of the highly 
excited CHring bond is a result of intramolecular energy flow 
from CHmethyi with the CHring bond acquiring its energy for 
dissociation in a series of small steps over a period longer 
than 0.5 ps. Unlike the CHmethyi dissociation, this reaction 
thus occurs after a considerable induction period.
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